
Poultry Assessment for Scott 
Homestead

Having identified poultry as my first priority food-producing project, I will now give the 
topic a thorough assessment in order to proceed with design specifics.

Site Survey and Personal Goals

The climate and layout of  the site were both thoroughly explored in the main assessment. 
With regard to poultry, these connections are relevant and worth repeating:

• Slugs are present on the property (and general area) in obscene numbers. Control is 
gravely needed around all tender plants, especially around the perimeter of  the annual 
garden beds and low growing berries. Ducks relish slugs, and they are a free protein 
source.

• There are two large areas of  salmonberry thicket on the property, representing forage 
opportunities for tender shoots in the spring and berries in the summer; as well as 
control of  an otherwise invasive bramble.

• We have no perimeter fencing, and cannot afford it. Loose dogs are frequent visitors and 
black bear occasionally come through the yard as well. Weasels, including ermine, are 
present in adjacent forest areas and a potential night predator.

• Relevant local resources include are used fishing net for fencing, and coarse sawdust 
from home mills for bedding.
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SPECIFIC GOALS
1. Produce sufficient eggs to feed our family, as well as a small surplus to share and trade. 

I estimate 5 eggs/day (1,500-1,750/year) would satisfy this need at our current use 
level. 

2. Produce meat birds for our freezer-- tender broiler chickens and ducks, as well as more 
mature stewing hens culled from the layer flock. I would like to produce at least 2 
birds/month, totaling 12 chickens and 12 ducks per year.

3. Build a strong connection between kids and poultry-- maximizing both enjoyment and 
educational aspects. In order to ease the sometimes difficult transition of  slaughtering 
meat birds, I plan to give each kid a bantam duck to be a designated pet.

4. Use ducks for aggressive slug control, especially in and around garden areas, but 
ideally throughout larger portions of  the property as well. 

5. Produce fertile, dynamic compost to enrich current garden beds as well as building soil 
for more beds.

6. Improve entire property through creative and well planned management of  ranging 
areas.

7. Find ways to cut feed costs while simultaneously improving health, eg. harvesting wild 
plants and/or salvaging local resources to supplement purchased feed.

8. Explore possibilities for producing and rearing chicks and ducklings within the flock to 
reduce dependency on hatcheries and the work of  artificial brooding. 
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Poultry Survey

CHICKENS
Domesticated chickens, Gallus gallus domesticus, originated in southeast Asia from wild 
Jungle Fowl. As indicated by the name Jungle Fowl live in jungles and forests. They are 
related to wild partridge, grouse, prairie hens, and ptarmigan, and like these birds Jungle 
Fowl are naturally ground dwellers who seldom fly other than to escape predators. They 
roost at night in the branches of  trees. Their typical diet includes things found on the 
ground-- bugs of  all kinds as well as their larvae, worms, seeds and young tender plants. 

Chickens retain many of  their wild ancestors' qualities. They prefer to live in large flocks 
and maintain a distinct and rigorous social order. Cocks are very territorial and can be 
aggressive. The first domestication of  the wild jungle fowl was for fighting cocks, and the 
very oldest chicken breed such as Old English Games still have deadly sharp spurs. 
Subsequent farm breed cocks have retained the spurs, but they tend not to be very sharp. 
Farm breed hens do not have spurs. 

Although they have been bred to eat a large quantity of  grain and soy to promote faster 
than natural growth, chickens are healthier when given some portion of  live foods such as 
bugs and green plants. Access to pasture or range of  some kind is beneficial on every 
level.

Hybrid chickens bred for meat production grow to a harvest size (3-5 pounds) in as little 
as 8 weeks. Traditional 'dual-purpose' farm breeds take 12-20 weeks (and consequently 
more feed) to reach the same size, although they are capable of  greater self-sufficiency if  
allowed to range.

Hens begin to lay between 16 and 22 weeks (less for lightweight laying breeds, more for 
dual-purpose breeds) and produce between 150 and 300 eggs/year depending on breed 
and living conditions, as well as the particular hen. Strongest laying occurs during the first 
two years. After that laying typically slows down quite significantly, though this is variable.

After the age of  one year old, chickens will molt every fall (or anytime between late 
summer and early winter). The molt can take as little as a few weeks, and as long as three 
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months to complete. Because feathers are nearly pure protein, growing all new ones cuts a 
hen's egg laying considerably, sometimes altogether. 

Additionally, as light levels fall below 14 hours/day (approximately September 1st in 
Cordova), hens are triggered to slow down or stop egg production. Artificial lighting (as 
simple as a 15-40 watt bulb) is often used to keep egg production up, although some 
people believe it is unnecessarily hard on the hens. If  lighting is provided, it must be on a 
timer so as to be regular, and the additional light hours should be supplied in the morning 
before dawn so as to wake the hens early, rather than turning off  suddenly at night and 
leaving them unexpectedly in the dark.

Chickens are nearly catatonic at night, and any number of  things difficult to do during 
conscious hours can be performed at night-- such as moving chickens, replacing eggs 
underneath broody hens, etc.

Chickens kept under natural conditions will tend to maintain good health. They are 
hardy to temperatures far below freezing, but do not do well with moisture. Damp, 
stagnant air promotes respiratory infections. Also, in order to 'bathe' themselves and keep 
external parasites at bay, chickens need access to dry, bare dirt or other dusty material 
which they fluff  up into their feathers. 

Although generally healthy, once sick, chickens tend to go down fast. To prevent spread of  
infection or pecking of  the weak, sick members should be culled immediately, or removed 
to a separate area to recuperate.

If  not culled, chickens can live as long as 10-12 years.               

Basic Needs:

water

food

shelter from rain, wind and extreme cold

protection from predators

activity

exercise

dust for 'bathing'

flock, social structure
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Yields:

eggs

meat

poop

feathers 

scratching

insect control

weed clearing

entertainment

DUCKS
During the past several months of  research and assessment, it has become increasing 
clear to me that my little permaculture microstead needs ducks. What first lured me was 
the promise of  ducks as slug eaters. Slugs are a monumentally crippling garden pest here, 
and none of  the other classic slug 'tricks' work on such a massive population. Seen from a 
permaculture perspective, slugs represent a free, local source of  protein, available in 
seemingly unlimited quantity.

Additionally, I have come to realize during my reading how much better suited ducks are 
to this climate than chickens. Whereas chickens hate water, and in fact are endangered by 
wetness and damp air, ducks love water and love being wet. Apparently, they do not mind 
rain at all. They do not suffer from respiratory problems in damp air like chickens do. 
Ducks are hardier to cold, and hardier in general, with very few health problems. 

As far as production goes, duck breeds match and surpass chicken breeds, with the heaviest 
layers-- Khaki Campbells-- laying as many as 340 eggs/year and the fastest growing meat 
duck--the non-hybrid Pekin-- tying with the hybrid Cornish Cross chicken for live weight 
(8-9 lbs), as well as speed of  growth (7-8 weeks).
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The sensible thing to do would be forget chickens all together and just raise ducks. Sadly, I 
have not been a huge fan of  duck eggs in the past. Maybe I will come around over time. I 
adore duck meat, and intend to focus on heavyweight meat breeds. But not to the exclusion 
of  chicken, which I also enjoy. I think having both in the freezer will provide a wonderful 
variety.

Intrinsic Qualities
Although duck care is very similar to chicken care, they are incredibly different birds in 
their natural state. Domestic ducks are all descended from the Wild Mallard (with the 
single exception of  Muscovy ducks which are a different species altogether). Mallards are 
prevalent all over the northern hemisphere, many migrating from the arctic to the tropics 
every year. They live in flocks, resting and feeding on shallow bodies of  fresh or salt water. 
Mallards are generally monogamous during the mating season (spring); ducks lay their 
eggs in a well hidden ground nest near the water. Ducks and especially ducklings are 
heavily preyed upon by many animals of  all kinds-- land, water and air based. Ducklings 
are capable of  swimming almost as soon as they hatch, as the water is their primary mode 
of  protection against predators.

Mallards eat a varied diet, consisting primarily of  vegetation-- succulent aquatic and land 
plants, fruits, seeds, roots and tubers; and secondarily of  animal protein-- insects, worms, 
small fish, mollusks and crustaceans. During the laying period, females will reverse the 
ratio, eating a much greater percentage of  animal proteins.

Domesticated ducks are bred to mature quickly and produce heavily. They do not 
generally fly well because of  their increased size, and can usually be contained by a fence 
2-3 feet tall (except bantam breeds, which are excellent flyers, but will nevertheless almost 
invariably return home). Housing needs are very minimal, except that they must be kept 
absolutely safe from predators, especially at night. Ducks are hardy to cold and wet 
weather, although laying will decrease slightly as temperatures dip below 20 degrees. 

Although their wild ancestors live almost entirely on water, domesticated ducks do just 
fine on land. They must at the very least be provided with clean water deep enough to dip 
their heads in, in order to clean their eyes and nostrils; they will be happier and healthier 
if  also provided with a small pond or pool in which to bathe. Heavier breeds may not be 
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able to mate effectively on land, as they naturally mate in water. Because ducks are very 
messy with water, waterers kept in the duck house itself  must be set over a grate with 
drainage to keep bedding dry. 

Unlike chickens, ducks do wake and move around throughout the night, and so must have 
an inside waterer. This also means that various 'under the cover of  night' tricks used on 
chickens will not work on ducks.

Feed requirements are very similar to chickens, with grains and legumes providing the 
bulk of  carbohydrates and proteins in commercial feeds. Fresh green foods are more 
important to ducks than chickens. 

Drakes are only required if  fertile, hatching eggs are needed. Drakes are much easier to 
keep and manage than cocks, in fact they make less noise than the female ducks, and are 
rarely aggressive.

Harvest of  Pekin ducks is between 7 and 8 weeks, I was unable to find information on 
harvest age of  other breeds. Ducks begin laying between 16 and 30 weeks, depending on 
breed (heavier meat breeds begin later). Ducks typically continue to lay at a good rate for 
3 years. If  not overfed, ducks can live 10-15 years or more.

Basic Needs:

water

food

shelter from wind and                      
extreme cold and rain

protection from predators

water for bathing

flock, social structure

activity
exercise
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Yields:

eggs

meat

poop

feathers 

slug and other insect control

weed clearing

entertainment

Details of  Care for Poultry

WATER
Poultry must have access to water at all times. The water must be kept clean. Typical 
gravity style waterers, with a lip at the bottom to drink from, quickly become fouled by 
the chickens boisterous scratching, and need daily washing. Both types of  poultry are 
capable of  drinking from nipple type waterers, which maintain pristine water.

Ducks however need to be provided with an open waterer as well, deep enough to fit their 
heads into, to bathe their nostrils and eyes. Because they are very messy, drainage must be 
provided under the waterer. Preferably, this waterer will be kept outside, with a simple 
nipple waterer available for night use inside the duck shed. Additionally, although they do 
not necessarily need it, ducks are much happier if  provided at least a small child's wading 
pool to romp in, described further below.

FOOD
Both chickens' and ducks' natural diet consists of  four food groups-- small animal life 
(bugs, worms, slugs, larvae, etc), seeds, fruits, and greens. In the wild ducks eat mostly 
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water based plants and animals such as fish and mollusks, but are perfectly suited to land 
based foods as well.

In a domestic setting, the protein portion can largely, or even entirely, be provided by 
legumes, and carbohydrates can come from grains. The green portion of  their diet is 
more important for ducks; it represents the smallest percentage for chickens, but is 
nevertheless essential for proper function of  their digestive system. While poultry are 
typically raised exclusively on scientifically formulated chicken feed, consisting of  soy, 
corn and various industry by-products, I am inspired by efforts to improve feed by using 
mostly whole ingredients and maximizing live foods.

For the first two weeks, chicks require a finely ground feed with 18-20% protein. Pullets 
and other growing birds not intended for slaughter should receive 15-16% protein, meat 
birds can be fed 18-22% to promote fast growth. Mature layer feed is typically 16-18% 
protein. Any mature birds not laying should receive a maintenance ration of  apx. 
12-14%. Unless significant foraging is possible (unlikely on my small site), these protein 
levels will need to be matched with home mixed feeds. One good technique for improving 
on commercial feed, while simplifying the process, is to use only high protein broiler feed 
and supplement it accordingly with whole grains. Deppe states that ducks provided with 
both, in separate feeders, will self-regulate for optimum protein percentage.

Ducks can be fed commercial chicken feed (which is often easier to find and fresher than 
commercial duck feed), so long as it is unmedicated, does not include raw legumes and 
they are provided a niacin supplement.

Smaller grains may be fed whole to birds after the chick stage; corn can be fed whole to 
adult birds, but will need to be cracked for growing birds. Sprouting whole grains and 
legumes increases protein content (and decreases carbohydrates); generally improves it's 
nutrition and digestibility; and provides live, green food-- especially valuable in winter 
when it is otherwise unavailable.

Poultry can eat an extremely variable quantity of  food, depending on age, breed, size, 
production level, climate and season. I found many references siting 1/4 lb as an average 
for hens; however further research leads me to believe that this average is only useful for 
lightweight, extreme laying breeds in moderate temperatures. Heavier dual-purpose 
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breeds might eat as much as 1/2 lb daily, particularly if  they are producing eggs in colder 
winter temperatures. 

Holderread offered the most concise information I found regarding feed consumption. 
Although these figures are for ducks, I suspect chickens would consume a similar quantity 
of  feed based on weight, possibly a bit less.

FEED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADULT DUCKS

Possible Ingredients to Source for Home Mixed Feed

Carbohydrates

• Corn is the typical major carb used for poultry feed, it is the highest in energy and good 
for cold weather, though too much can lead to overweight birds. Corn contains linoleic 
acid, an essential fatty acid low in other grains.

• Wheat is higher in protein and lower in carbs than corn. It can be used for up to 30% 
of  total diet.

• Oats and barley may be used, but not more than 15%, either individually or in 
combination. Both are low in carbs, high in fiber, and promote slower more healthful 
growth. Holderread recommends that duck feed include at least 5% and up to 25% 
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Size of  Duck
Maintenance Ration-- 
12-14% protein

Layer Ration--               
16% protein

2-3 lbs (bantam) 0.15-0.25 0.20-0.30

4-5 lbs (lightweight) 0.20-0.30 0.30-0.40

6-7 lbs 
(mediumweight)

0.25-0.35 0.40-0.50

8-9 lbs (heavyweight) 0.30-0.45 0.45-0.60



oats, and up to 10% barley. Poultry do not seem to favor these grains, and must be 
conditioned to eat them if  fed whole.

• Potatoes have protein and starch levels comparable to grains. Deppe claims that ducks 
love them, and they would be much more locally appropriate than grains. They must be 
fed cooked.

Legumes

• Soy is typical, it is 30-50% protein, however must be processed in some way (eg. cooked 
or roasted) to make it digestible. Soybean meal, a by-product of  oil extraction, is often 
used.

• Peas are the cheapest alternative to soy-- field or winter peas are 20-25% protein. They 
may be fed raw to chickens. However, ducks must not consume raw legumes of  any 
kind.

• Other beans which are digestible raw for chickens only are lentils, chickpeas, cowpeas, and 
black-eyed peas. I suspect, but have not been able to find conclusive information yet, 
that sprouting would make all these beans safe for ducks as well.

High protein seeds

• Black oilseed sunflower seeds (such as are sold for bird feed) are 16% protein, and are 
relished by chickens.

• Flax seeds (18% protein) are commonly used in homemade feeds and are highly 
nutritious, but should not exceed 10% of  total diet.

Other protein supplements

• Fish meal (60% protein) is common, but must not be fed at more than 5% of  diet to 
avoid a 'fishy taste.' Holderread recommends at least 2.5% for ducks, stressing that they 
do best with the inclusion of  some animal proteins. However, Deppe states that any 
amount of  fish meal can give duck eggs an off  flavor.

• Alfalfa pellets may be used, both as a source of  protein (17% protein) and a source of  
concentrated green food in winter, but should not exceed 4%. Poultry resist eating them 
whole, so they must be ground or soaked to make palatable.
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Nutritional supplements

• Commercial mineral mix, such as Nutri-Balancer, is typically used in home mixed feeds.

• Crab meal contains calcium and protein (25%), as well as selenium, an essential mineral 
often lacking in soils. Must not be fed at more than 2%. 

• Ducklings and broiler chicks need niacin at a rate of  55-70 mg/kg of  feed, layer chicks 
need apx half  that much. Holerread recommends adding 100-150 mg of  niacin to each 
gallon of  drinking water for duckling up to the age of  8 weeks.

• Nutritional yeast is 18% protein and supplies lots of  minerals, including vitamin B 
complex which are especially important for waterfowl. 1 cup of  yeast provides apx 80 
mg of  niacin (content may vary widely), so 1 1/2 cups per 5 lbs feed should provide 
adequate niacin for ducklings and broiler chicks. Half  that quantity, or 3/4 cup per 5 lbs 
feed would be appropriate for other chicks.

• Oystershell or crushed eggshells should be provided free choice for all layering birds. 

• Kelp meal supplies a host of  trace minerals and could substitute for Nutri-Balancer. 
Seaweed seems intuitively appropriate for waterfowl.

• Salt is necessary in very small quantities, but usually included in commercial supplement 
blends.

• Grit must be provided for all birds without daily access to gravelly soil-- adult birds need 
small stones, about the size of  a lentil; chicks need coarse sand, about the size of  a 
radish seed.

Feed Costs

High quality feed cannot be purchased locally, sometimes no feed at all can be purchased 
locally, let alone the ingredients needed for home mixed feeds. My options are bulk 
ordering from Azure Standard, in which case commercial organic feeds cost about $0.50/
lb plus another $0.50/lb for shipping, totalling $1/lb; or taking our car on the ferry and 
driving to Anchorage to pick up non-organic whole feed ingredients at apx $0.50/lb. The 
cost of  the ferry is apx $200, and I think I could carry at least 800 lbs of  feed in our 
Subaru, making the cost of  transport $0.25/lb. 
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For the purposes of  this analysis, I will use $1/lb to figure all feed costs.

Possible Home-Raised Feed Alternatives

slugs for ducks, and possibly chickens

red worms

fly larvae

duckweed grown in totes

Forage Plantings

proven poultry forage-- comfrey, dandelion, lamb's quarter, burdock, nettles, dock, 
plantain, cereal grasses, clovers

native forage possibilities-- salmonberry (berries and greens), mountain ash berries, 
elderberry, cow parsnip and lovage (both greens and seeds), fireweed, wormwood

Other Feed Resources for Cordova, Alaska

fish waste-- either as is, or bred into larvae

hooligan-- salted for winter

nettle and beach rye "hay"

seaweed and other aquatic plants

lawn trimmings and weed clearing

dumpstered food, either straight up or composted into redworms and other microfauna
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SHELTER
Size 

Housing recommendations range from a minimum of  2 square feet/bird if  the coop is 
primarily for sleeping, with outside access at all times; to 10 sqft/bird or more if  
completely confined. 

Climate Considerations

Most operative in this climate is our excessive, year round rainfall. Chickens do not like to 
get wet, and indeed in our cold temperatures, could quickly die if  soaked. Because so 
many days are rain days, the coop will need an integral roofed yard or porch. Due to our 
perpetually sodden ground I believe a dirt floor, otherwise desirable in a deep bedding 
system, is completely inappropriate. 

In addition to water falling from the sky, we have very high humidity, most of  the time. 
Chickens are prone to respiratory infections when kept in damp conditions, particularly if  
the air is stagnant. When I kept chickens here before I had several mysterious deaths that 
I suspect were related to damp air.

Average minimum winter temperatures in Cordova are 5-10 degrees, and a long spell of  
this temperature range is normal at least once/winter. However, we also typically have 
spells of  30-40 degrees, also lasting for weeks. I would say 25-35 is our most common 
winter temperature. 

Chickens are surprisingly hardy to cold, considering their jungle origins. Harvey Ussery 
recommends valuing ventilation above insulation in all but the coldest climates, keeping 
his own coop doors completely open (predator proofed with 1/2 inch hardware cloth) to 
the outside in all weather excepting driving snow. He is in zone 6b, with average winter 
lows of  -5 to 0. We are in zone 7b, with lows of  5-10. Although it is hard for me to believe 
that Ussery, in Virginia, gets colder winters than us here in coastal Alaska, it is certainly 
fair to say that we get much more damp, dank, moldy weather than truly bitter cold. 
Because of  this-- and my past experience of  high death rates in my nice, tight coop-- I am 
very interested in his 'extreme ventilation' concept. 
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Ducks are much more suited to wet weather, and reportedly do not mind rain at all. 
However, because rain is so excessive and bedding must not become soaked, the duck 
shed will nevertheless require a roof. A very well ventilated shed, similar to the coop 
described above, should be adequate.

Predators

Predators are an essential consideration here at the edge of  the wilderness. Local 
predators include the ubiquitous neighbor dog, as well as lots of  bald eagles, occasional 
"townie" black bears and potentially (though rare in town) several members of  the weasel 
family-- mink, martin and ermine. Lynx near town are possible, though extremely rare.

Dogs, eagles and bears are all diurnal, so daytime ranging areas will have to consider 
these predators. However, I cannot afford bear proof  fencing, and will have to make do 
with bear 'deterrent' fencing-- used fishing net. Forage will therefore have to be adjacent 
to safe housing. In the event that a bear comes through such a fence, poultry should be 
able to run into the coop with minimal loss. 

Although there are many eagles around, our yard is a tiny clearing surrounded by tall 
trees and potential poultry range areas are right up against the forest. I do not think 
eagles will typically come down to ground level under such circumstances, though chicks 
and young birds might be too tempting and therefore require overhead protection. 

Lynx and members of  the weasel family are nocturnal in town settings. Of  particular 
concern are ermine-- weasels not much bigger than a mouse who can fit through holes as 
small as 1 inch in diameter, possibly even smaller. I'm not sure whether they will typically 
prey on a full size chicken but are technically capable of  killing one. The distinction is 
fairly irrelevant since they certainly would prey on chicks, and I intend to keep chicks in 
the main poultry house. Therefore both coop and porch will need to be protected by 1/2 
inch hardware cloth.
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Shelter Elements

Deep Bedding

An 8-12 inch layer of  carbon material is necessary to absorb the high nitrogen content of  
poultry poop. Ussary states that damage to chickens' lungs from ammonia fumes can 
occur even below the "sniff  point," so plentiful carbon must always be available.

The most obvious local option is the coarse sawdust from home sized log mills-- more like 
ripped wood shavings than 'dust.' Other possibilities include dry leaves, beach rye grass 
stalks, salmonberry canes and even twiggy hemlock boughs. 

The problem with bedding materials here is the same as everything else-- wetness. It is 
pretty easy to get a pick-up load of  sawdust, but it is invariably wet, often drippingly so. 
Bedding is typically supposed to be dry-- being wet leads to evaporation and increased air 
moisture in the coop, as well as creating conditions for harmful bacteria. Fortunately, 
wood (quite unlike straw) is highly resistant to mold and bacteria. Nevertheless every 
effort must be made to get bedding as dry as possible.

Roosting Pole

Chickens prefer to roost at night, even if  the roost is only elevated a bit off  of  the coop 
floor. Mature birds will require 8-10 linear inches of  roosting space/bird. Roost must be 
at least 18 inches from the wall.

Ducks sleep on the ground, so no further provision is necessary.

Feeder

Although feed is typically offered free choice to growing meat birds, this can lead to 
excessive consumption for birds not intended for slaughter. In addition to accruing 
unnecessarily high feed costs, fat hens do not lay well, and overeating can lead to health 
problems and should be avoided for breeding birds and pets.

Free choice feeders are usually simple gravity flow containers with a relatively small 
trough. Feeding at set times however requires a trough big enough to accommodate all 
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birds at the same time-- apx 4-6 linear inches/adult bird if  using a straight trough, or 3 
inches/bird if  using a circular trough. A circular trough feeder 10 inches in diameter will 
accommodate up to 13 adult birds.

Waterer

The waterer must meet these qualifications:

1. Easy to drink from. 

2. Easy to fill or automatically filling. 

3. If  there is open water at the drinking point, it should be elevated to the height of  a 
bird's back, so as to minimize bedding (and poop) contamination. It must be cleaned 
daily.

4. Ducks require daily access to an open waterer deep enough to dip their heads in, so as 
to bathe eyes and nostrils.

Having seen how dirty the lip of  a regular waterer gets, and being thoroughly 
unimpressed with the chore of  daily cleaning,  I am interested in on demand nipple 
waterers wherever possible.

Dust Box

A chicken's natural method of  cleansing and keeping external parasites at bay is dust 
bathing. Because of  our perpetually wet climate, I will need to provide a dust box inside 
the coop, or under the roof  of  the porch. The box should be 24" square, 16" tall with a 2" 
lip to keep material in. Recommended dust materials include peat, dry clayey dirt, 
agricultural lime, wood ash (at a rate of  2:7), and diatomaceous earth. We have a ready 
supply of  fine silt from the delta as well as dry clay trimmings form my pottery studio, and 
plenty of  wood ash.
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Nest Boxes

Recommendations are for 1 nest box/4-6 laying birds. Dimensions are 12-14" in each 
dimension with a 4" retaining wall at the front to keep the bedding in. Ducks prefer a 
ground level nest box while chickens prefer a raised box. Ussery provides a landing perch 
just outside the box to make getting in and out easier for the hens. He also recommends 
using hardware cloth for the bottom of  the nest box, to eliminate the need to clean out 
the accumulated dust build up. 

If  the boxes are designed to be 'trap nests' then tracking particular birds' laying patterns 
(to determine culling) will be easy.

Broody boxes

In order take advantage of  natural brooding (discussed more below) the housing will need 
a separate space for brooders. This just means a nest box for each broody with a small 
adjacent space for stretching, and a waterer and feeder. It must be easy to access by 
humans. 

Doors

Housing will need to be either tall enough to stand up in, or need 2 or more large doors 
for the yearly chore of  cleaning out the bedding, as well as just general access. If  nest 
boxes and feeder are not adjacent to one of  the large doors, a separate small door can be 
made for accomplishing these chores. Easy access is key to consistent care.

Movable Panels

Both Ussery and Holderread highly recommends having lightweight chicken wire panels 
on hand, made to fit housing, to temporarily separate birds when such a need arises: 
introducing broody mamas back into the flock, introducing a new members, isolating sick 
birds or any other occasions when social tensions run high, or the flock's needs diverge. 
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Outdoor Range

The most important daytime predators in our area are black bear. Bears are not common 
in town, but not unusual either. Typically when there is a 'town bear' it is a younger one 
who has discovered trash cans and become accustomed, and it will tend to stick around 
for the remainder of  the summer, following 'trash day' around town. Word spreads 
quickly and I am likely to be aware when there is a town bear in the area and can manage 
the flock accordingly. A truly bear proof  enclosure for outdoor range would mean 8 ft 
chain link fencing, an expense I cannot at this time justify. Therefore I will only be able to 
range my birds when I am home and paying attention.

A good free local resource is used seine web-- fishing net-- which properly used could 
provide adequate fencing against most dogs and at the very least slow a bear down, giving 
birds a chance to escape into their housing or to the branches of  trees and me a chance to 
hear the ruckus. 

Pasture recommendations are 30-100 sqft/mature bird. I don't have the space, let alone 
the pasture land for such endeavors. What I have is a brushy forest edge area of  apx 500 
sqft. Given enough mulch, this should be adequate. The birds will not be able to forage a 
significant portion of  their food from such a space, but they will at least have good access 
to exercise outdoors.

Forage areas will need the fencing on the outer side of  the property to be at least 6 ft high 
to keep dogs out and slow bears down. But fencing meant simply to contain birds or keep 
them out of  gardens can be shorter-- 4 ft for chickens, as little as 2 ft for ducks. This 
means that a duck run around the perimeter of  the annual garden could be just 2-3 ft tall 
and much less visually imposing than a 4 ft fence.

Chicken Compost

In order to merge inputs and outputs, I am planning to site my compost pile inside of  the 
chicken forage area (on the edge facing the yard). With appropriate management I should 
be able to utilize the chickens' scratching habits to turn and aerate my pile, as well as 
providing them with an increased earthworm population.
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Pool or Pond

Ducks can be kept without bathing water, but will be healthier and happier if  given some 
water to romp in. A small plastic kiddie pool can suffice, so long as it is cleaned and 
refreshed frequently (2-3x/week). Their enjoyment will be even more if  water is deep 
enough to dive in. Cattle watering troughs are a good size, and come with a drain plug at 
the bottom. Deppe uses a piece of  pond liner, propped up between the side of  a hill and 
some boards, which can be dropped easily to drain. If  a pond is used, it must be 
sufficiently large for the flock size, so as not to become polluted.

Flock Options, Costs and Management

BREED CONSIDERATIONS
Poultry breeds fall into three main categories-- layers, meat birds, and dual-purpose. Most 
of  the heritage breeds are dual-purpose, though there are also some lightweight feed-
efficient laying breeds. The most productive layers and meat birds are the hybrid breeds, 
nearly twice as feed efficient as the heritage breeds, but known for being stupid, lazy and 
not in good health. I might consider giving hybrid Cornish Cross broilers a try, since feed 
costs here in our remote town will be about $1/pound, but am most interested in heritage 
breeds. I will be raising chickens for eggs first and meat second, ducks with the opposite 
priorities. In general, I am looking for these qualities in breeds:

• highly productive of  eggs (for chickens)

• reasonably fast growth to good harvest size

• cold hardy

• excellent foraging ability

• smart about predators

• gentle, calm temperament

• attractive
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CHICKEN BREEDS
This chart compares chicken breeds that fit my qualifications. It is assembled from 
Henderson's Chicken Breed Chart and from the American Livestock Breeds 
Conservancy's very comprehensive Chicken Comparison Chart.

Key to Notes: C= Calm, H= Cold Hardy, F= Good Forager, L= Winter Layer, B= Broody

A few other breeds were of  interest to me, but because I was not able to get solid data for 
this table, I did not include them. These are:

• Norwegian Jaerhon. Obviously the origin climate would be highly applicable, but 
additionally these hens avg. a very lightweight 3.5 lbs and are reported by Sandhill 

Breed Typical 
Coloring

Egg Size  
& Color

Quantity Wks. to 
Harvest

Harvest 
Size

Other 
Notes

Dominique barred md-lg 
brown

230-275 16-20 4-6 C, H, F

Ameraucana varied lg      
green

~200 16-20 4.5-5.5 C, H

Cuckoo 
Maran

barred lg 
chocolate

150-200 16-20 7-8.5 B developed 
in wet, 
marshy area; 
can be wild

Plymouth 
Rock

barred lg     
brown

~200 12-16 6-8 C, H early 
feathering

Rhode 
Island Red

reddish 
brown

lg    
brown

250+ 16-20 5.5-7.5 C, H, L

Speckled 
Sussex

brown w/ 
wt speckles

lg         
tan

~200 16-20 6-7.5 C, H, L, B

Wyandotte several 
beautiful 
variations

lg         
brown

180-200 16-20 5.5-7.5 C, xtraH

New 
Hampshire

brown md-lg 
brown

175-200 12-16 5.5-7.5 C, L, early 
feathering
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Preservation as one of  their top layers (#8), laying large white eggs. Reports on 
temperament are mixed.

• Spangled Russian Orloff. Again, the origin climate is of  relevance. Hens weigh 6.5 lbs 
(cocks 8.5 lbs). Orloff's listed very high on Sandhill's Layer List (#5), with the note that 
they frequently go broody in their second year. They are reported to be calm and 
extremely hardy to cold.

It is unclear where the ALBC's statistics came from, and whether they are historical 
averages, or actual productivity of  typical modern birds available from commercial 
hatcheries. I have read that many breeds, particularly I fear the more attractive ones such 
as the gorgeous Speckled Sussex and Wyandottes, have lost much of  their inherent 
productivity over many years of  selecting for show birds. 

The only hatchery I could find breeding specifically for productivity over show qualities is 
the Sand Hill Preservation Center. Their own informal records suggest the above breeds 
rank in this order for egg productivity: Partridge Rock (a beautiful variation of  Plymouth), 
Ameraucana, Russian Orloff, New Hampshire, Jaerhon, Rose-Comb Rhode Island Red, 
Speckled Sussex, Wyandotte, Cuckoo Maran, Dominique, Single-Comb Rhode Island 
Red. Note how different this is from the ALBC's numbers.

RIR and New Hampshire are listed by Sandhill as having 'extra large' eggs, as opposed to 
the 'large' eggs of  the remaining breeds. Speckled Sussex are listed as 'medium.'
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DUCKS BREEDS
I intend to raise ducks primarily for meat, but I am considering using a few lighter-weight 
laying ducks to supplement my laying hens. I would also like to experiment with 
developing a self-sustaining flock, and so am particularly interested in dual-purpose 
breeds, as well as bantam breeds for natural hatching and brooding. 

Listed below are the breeds of  interest to me:

Typical 
Coloring

Eggs/
Year

Mature 
Size

Mothering 
Ability

Est. Feed 
Lbs/Day

Other 
Notes

Pekin white 125-225 9-10 lbs poor-fair 0.6 C

Silver 
Appleyard

white w/ 
mallard type 
markings

200-270 8-9 fair-good 0.5 C, F

Rouen mallard type 35-125 9-10 poor-good 0.6 C

Ancona white w/ 
black spots

210-280 6-6.5 fair-good 0.4 C, excellent 
F

Khaki 
Campbell

light brown 250-340 4-4.5 poor-fair 0.3 F

Harlequin white w/ 
mallard type 
markings

240-330 5-5.5 poor-good 0.4 F

Mini-Silver 
Appleyard

like 
Appleyard

50-125 ~2 excellent 0.18 C, excellent 
F

Bantam 
Australian 
Spotted

white w/ 
mallard type 
markings

50-125 ~2 excellent 0.18 C, excellent  
F
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FLOCK MANAGEMENT

Chicks and Ducklings

The only way to acquire stock here in Cordova is by buying day-old birds through the 
mail. In the second year, I would like to experiment with hatching purchased fertile eggs 
under broody hens, and eventually consider breeding among the flock to eliminate the 
dependence on hatcheries. 

Either way, both chicks and ducklings will be planned for April 1st. I hope to put the 
brooder inside of  the coop and let the chicks day range as soon as possible, and March is 
still too cold. April's average low temperatures are just above freezing, with highs about 45 
degrees. 

Classic information says both chicks and ducklings should be kept at 95 degrees for the 
first week, dropping five degrees every week after. This would imply a full two months in 
the brooder to get them ready for June's average temperature of  50 degrees. However, so 
long as the brooder is always nearby and accessible, I don't see why chicks can't make 
little, supervised trips outside anytime daytime temperatures rise above 40 degrees, which 
should be frequent in April. Month old birds (in May) should be ready to spend large 
portion of  time outside.

Depending on the hatchery and breed, chicks cost anywhere from $2.50- $5/each, 
ducklings average a dollar more. I estimate $45 for shipping batches of  15-30 chicks. My 
working average total will be $7/chick and $8/duckling.

It is difficult to find feed consumption estimates, and I suspect this is because it varies so 
greatly. In a chart from Windy Ridge Poultry at the back of  Ussery's book, an average 
estimate for the feed consumption of  raising chicks was given as-- 15 lbs/broiler (4.5 lb 
dressed weight) and 25 lbs/pullet to reach laying age. Based on subsequent research I am 
assuming this reflects hybrid broilers and lightweight laying breeds. Heritage, dual-
purpose birds may take fully twice as much feed to reach production age/harvest size.
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Egg Makers

My goal is 5 eggs/day, 1,500-1,750 eggs/year. My focus will be on chickens, but I will be 
trialling ducks as well.

There are two primary options for the laying flock:

1. Dual-purpose breeds/Replace layers every year. Both chickens and ducks do their strongest 
laying in the first year. In the second year (and every year thereafter) their production 
slows a bit, partly due to their molt which drastically cuts into egg production for a 
period of  1-3 months. By slaughtering them after their first year of  laying (at age 1.5), 
before their first molt, you can reap their best egg production and still get a decent 
eating bird. As portrayed in the accompanying chart, dual-purpose breeds require 
considerably more feed/egg produced. However both the young males (half  of  any 
straight run order) and the older hens produce a nice sized eating bird. If  I keep the 
hens for one and a half  years (one year of  egg laying), raising replacement layers every 
spring and slaughtering older hens in the fall, when they are still good eating, I will get 
both eggs and meat from each hen.

2. Dedicated Layers/Replace every two to three years. Lighter weight laying breeds consume 
considerably less feed/egg produced. The reason for this is that they don't carry much 
weight around-- which also means they make a thin, bony table bird. Because keeping 
these lighter birds costs less, even though they lay less eggs in the second year, 
spreading the cost of  raising the pullet over a two year lifecycle balances it out the 
decrease in laying. If  ordering straight run, or hatching out eggs from my own 
breeding flock, cockerels need to be taken into consideration-- and lightweight breed 
cockerels make scrawny little broilers-- another reason to replace the hens every two 
years, instead of  every year. Ducks lay well and remain cost effective into the third 
year. The most efficient layers are extremely lightweight breeds such as Leghorns and 
Mediterraneans. However, they are also known to be flighty and nervous, traits I am 
not interested in keeping.

The following chart examines different laying breeds of  both chickens and ducks. 
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LAYING BREED COST COMPARISON

• In calculating the cost for dual-purpose breeds (6 lbs and over), I subtracted the value of  
the dressed weight carcass from the total cost/hen before figuring egg cost. If  butchered 
at 1.5 years, the whole, dressed weight of  these birds is valued at $6/lb for chicken, and 
$7/lb for duck. If  butchered at 2.5 years, it is valued at $3/lb for chicken, $4/lb for 
duck.

• The carcasses of  the lightweight laying breeds (5 lbs and under) contain so little meat 
that they are not considered in this chart. Furthermore, because the associated males 
will make skinny little meat birds, inefficient of  feed, an extra $0.20/dozen was added to 
offset the cost of  raising them.

Avg. 
Hen  
Wt.

Est. 
Feed 
lbs/
day

Feed 
Cost/
Year

Cost/
Pullet

Avg. 
Yield/
Year

Egg 
Size 
/
doz

Est Yield-
Year 
1/2/3

Cost/Doz-   
Year 
1/2/3

Cost/
oz 
(Best 
Year)

Dominique 4.5 0.28 $102 $35 230- 
275

24 21/17/12 $6.70/6.50/
7.00

$0.27

Americauna 4.75 0.29 $106 $40 ~200 25.5 17/14/10 $8.80/8.30/
8.90

$0.33

Rhode 
Island Red

6 0.36 $131 $47 ~250 25.5 21/17/12 $7.30/7.80 $0.29

Plymouth 
Rock

6.5 0.38 $139 $50 ~200 25.5 17/14/10 $9.70/10.20 $0.38

Campbell 4 0.32 $117 $40 250- 
340

31 25/21/19 $6.50/6.10/
6.20

$0.20

Harlequin 5 0.38 $139 $47 240- 
330

31 24/20/18 $7.95/7.60/
7.70

$0.25

Silver 
Appleyard

8 0.47 $172 $86 200- 
270

37 20/16/14 $11/11.35 $0.30
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Meat Birds

The question of  whether to raise hybrid Cornish Cross broilers weighs heavy on my 
mind. For reasons obvious to anyone reading this, I am disturbed by the unnaturalness of  
these birds-- their lack of  vigor for foraging, tendency towards bad health, and general 
stupidness. However I cannot help but be compelled by the fact that hybrids reach harvest 
size in a mere 8 weeks, costing approximately $15 in feed (Windy Ridge estimate); 
whereas heirloom breeds take 12-22 weeks to reach harvest size, costing an estimated 
$30-40 per bird-- $10/lb for home raised whole bird!

Pekin ducks display nearly the same feed conversion rate as Cornish Cross chickens, but 
are not a hybrid, and do not appear to be as lazy or prone to health problems as Crosses.

COST COMPARISON OF MEAT BREEDS

*I was unable to find definitive information about age and weight at harvest for any other breed of  duck 
besides Pekins. Holderread does say that butchering should be done between 7-10 weeks of  age, without 
specifying breed. I can only guess that Appleyards would be at no more than two thirds of  their mature 
weight at this time (Pekins are apx 3/4 of  mature weight at 7 weeks). However, even the fastest heritage 
breeds of  chicken take 12-16 weeks to reach harvest size, and I would have assumed the same for dual-
purpose ducks. The numbers in the chart reflect this range of  possibility.

Weeks to 
Harvest

Live 
Weight, 
Range

Dressed 
Weight, 
Avg. 

Avg. Cost 
of  Chick

Feed/
Bird

Cost/Lb 
(Whole, 
Dressed)

White Cornish 
Cross

8 6 4.5 $5 15 $4.50

Red Cross 12 6 4.5 $5 26 $6.90

Plymouth Rock 14 6-8 4.6 $7 32 $8.50

New 
Hampshire

14 5.5-7.5 4.3 $7 32 $9.00

Pekin 8 7-8.5 5.5 $8 21 $5.30

Silver 
Applyard*

9-16 5.5-8 3.6-5.3 $8.50 21-45 $8.20- 
$10.00
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Breeding Drakes-- I am curious to experiment with breeding and propagating my own 
flock. Ducks are an ideal place to start, as drakes are much easier to keep than cocks. 

If  I use a heavy dual-purpose breed like Appleyards and butcher the drakes after the 
breeding season at the age of  1 year, their feed cost ($30 to reach 2 months old and 0.4lb/
day afterwards) would be apx. $150 and their 6 lb dressed weight carcass worth apx. $30. 
If  I hatched out 17 ducklings/year, this makes the cost/fertile egg apx. $7.00, just about 
the same as ordering them through the mail (inc. shipping), however the lower hatch rate 
of  shipped eggs raises the cost by as much as double (mail order eggs often exhibit a mere 
50% hatch rate). Note that the cost of  fertile eggs is only $1 less than mail order ducklings 
and still requires a broody duck to incubate.

It is also essential to note that since I would probably not breed chickens, I would still 
need to order in chicks every year; as well as ducklings once every few years to keep the 
line from becoming overly inbred.

Bantam Brooding Ducks

A potential downside of  raising meat birds is the need to brood so many chicks-- 28/year 
if  I meet my goal. As the brooding process takes nearly two months, I am very interested 
in natural brooding. Mother hens do a much better job with much less work than a 
farmer with a brooder box, and introduction of  growing birds into the main flock is 
simplified. Because the breeds I will keep for eggs are not likely to be consistent or reliable 
mothers, I would need to keep separate birds for this job. Ussery recommends Old 
English Games, but I am more interested in bantam breeds whose smaller size would 
require significantly less food over the course of  the year. Bantam ducks would be able to 
utilize slug protein resources and teach growing birds the same. Ducks are just generally 
better suited to our climate and bantams will make very good, low cost 'pets' for the kids.

Bantam ducks are available straight run only, and cost $11 each, not including shipping. 
Therefore the start up cost will be significant. To get 5 females would require buying at 
least 10 ducks, a cost of  $140. A more economical, slow start option is to purchase 4 
birds, straight run, in which case I am pretty certain to get at least one female and one 
male, and then can breed for desired flock size next year. If  buying solely for females, the 
price should be considered $28/each.
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Bantams consume as little as 0.15 lbs of  feed/day when not laying, and as much as 0.25 
lbs/day throughout the laying season. Considering that they will only lay for half  the year, 
and be able to forage their feed more significantly than any other poultry, I will use an avg 
of  0.18 lbs/duck/day, apx. 65lbs/year. Bantams of  the two breeds I am considering (Mini 
Silver Appleyard and Australian Spotted) lay 50-125 eggs/year, weighing 20-24 oz/dozen 
(although this is barely 2/3 the weight of  an Appleyard dozen, it is nearly as much as 
'large' chicken eggs, which avg. 25 oz/doz). Assuming an avg. of  85 eggs (7 doz)/duck/
year, worth $6/doz, each bantam duck will produce $42 worth of  eggs. If  prorating the 
cost of  the bantam ducklings (over three years of  service) at $10/year, this makes the cost 
of  keeping each bantam for brooding $33/year.

Whether purchased mail order or produced at home, fertile eggs do not actually cost 
much less (if  any) than day-old chicks. Therefore, in setting eggs under natural mothers, 
what I would be paying for is not so much the hatching itself, but the subsequent 
brooding.

Unable to find information, I am guessing that each bantam breed duck could cover 5 
heavy breed eggs, costing apx $6.60/duckling reared. If  using bantam ducks to rear 
chicken eggs, because of  their smaller size compared to Appleyard eggs, they might be 
able to cover 7 eggs each, making the cost $4.70/chick.

To hatch and brood 14 ducks and 14 chickens would take 5 bantams/year, making the 
total cost for rearing services (in feed only) $165. As a point of  comparison, 28 chicks 
would require an est. three 100 watt bulbs for the first month, and two for the second 
month. Running 24 hours/day each bulb uses 72 kwh/month, for a total power usage of  
360 kwh. Because our power here costs an avg of  $0.26/kwh, this means a total cost of  
$93, meaning natural brooding would cost an additional $72 for the entire season. This 
cost would cut in half  (approximately) in the future if  I bred and raised replacement 
bantams instead of  purchasing them.

Slug Control-- A valuable benefit of  having ducks year round (bantams and/or large 
breeders) would be a greater degree of  slug control. Growing ducklings would not be able 
to forage significantly until at least 1 month of  age, meaning ducks butchered at 8-10 
weeks of  age would only be available for slug control for 4-6 weeks in May and June. 
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Although this is certainly the most critical time period in the garden, it would be useful to 
have ducks throughout the growing season, as well as to clean off  the beds in fall. A 
bantam flock would be ideal in the garden, as they are excellent foragers and their smaller 
size makes them less destructive to plants.

SUMMARY OF DUCK FLOCK AS A WHOLE

Price/
Duckling

Feed/
Year/
Bird

Produce/Bird Cost/Product

Appleyards     
--Roasters*

$8.40 21-45 4-5 lb roaster $8.20-10.00/lb

--Layers $8.40 280 19 dozen eggs (703 oz)

5.5 lb stewing bird

$10.70/dozen (37 oz)           
29 cents/oz

--Breeding 
Drakes

$8.40 150 6 lb stewing bird $5/lb                                

$7/fertile egg if  only 17 used

Pekin                
--Roasters

$7.10 19 5 lb roaster $5.40/lb

Harlequin       
--Layers

$8 494/3 
years

62 doz eggs $8/doz (32 oz)***                 
25 cents/oz

--Roasters $8 28 3.5 lb roaster $10.30/lb

Campbell        
--Layers

$8.50 380/3 
years

65 dozen eggs $5.85/doz (31 oz)***            
19 cents/oz

--Roasters $8.50 21 3 lb roaster $10/lb

Bantam 
Broodies

$28 for 
ducklings**

$35 for 
adults

65 7 dozen eggs

hatching and rearing 5 
ducklings or 7 chicks

$6/doz eggs

$6.60/duckling, $4.70/chick 
for rearing
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*Because of  a lack of  information, a range is provided for Appleyard roasters. See note on Meat Bird 
chart above.

**Bantams ducklings are available straight run only, for $11/each (not inc. shipping). Because I only 
want females, I will have to order double the number desired, so have doubled the price/duckling.

***High-production Holderread Campbells and Harelquins are available straight run only. Because they 
are such a lightweight breed, the drakes have an inefficient feed conversion rate, making the dressed 
carcass an estimated $10/lb. Because of  the extra cost of  raising their drakes, the adjusted cost is $6/
doz. The adjusted cost for Harlequins is $8.25/doz. 

Notes:

• Dressed weights were figured at 66.66% (2/3) of  live weight, except for Pekins and 
Crosses which were figured at 75% (3/4) of  live weight because of  extra heavy breast 
size. 

• Chick cost includes $3/each for shipping. The actual cost might be as little as $2/chick, 
depending on how many I order in each batch (smaller batches cost more/chick).

• All feed costs were figured at $1/lb. Although I might be able to source feed for as little 
as $0.50/lb, $1 is a realistic upper limit for quality feed.

References:

• This paper is quite largely based on two books-- Harvey Ussery's The Small Scale 
Poultry Flock and Dave Holderread's Storey's Guide to Raising Ducks. I also found the 
duck section useful in Carol Deppe's The Resilient Gardener.

• Poultry weights are from the American Livestock Breed Conservancy's Chicken Breed 
Chart and Holderread's Duck Chart.
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• Feed consumption estimates for ducks taken from Holderread's feed recommendation 
chart; estimates for chickens are extrapolated from Windy Ridge Poultry's avg for 
Leghorns (8lbs/month) combined with Holderread's estimates based on weight. 
Although his chart is for ducks, it seems reasonable to conclude that chickens of  similar 
size would consume a similar quantity of  feed-- though probably a bit less, since they 
produce smaller eggs than ducks.

• Cost/pullet is a wild guess, based on Windy Ridge's estimate of  25 lbs feed/pullet, 
combined with body weight of  individual breeds.

• Eggs/year numbers are directly from the ALBC and Holderread's charts.

• Egg size is direct average of  Holderread's numbers for ducks; for chickens I translated 
the ALBC's description ('large,' 'medium to large') into USDA egg weight classes: 
Medium-- 22.5 oz/dozen; Large-- 25.5 oz/doz; X-Lg-- 28.5 oz/doz.

• Production by year is a direct average for the first year, and a guess for following years-- 
assuming molting causes a decrease of  3-4 dozen during the second year, and in the 
third year chickens drop an additional 5 dozen, whereas ducks just lose an additional 2 
dozen. I repeat, year 2 and 3 are purely guesses, I was not able to find information on 
this other than the fact that molting causes a drastic decrease or cessation in lay for one-
three months; and that ducks lay much better than chickens in their third year.

• Cost/dozen is for the cumulative age of  the hen. Meaning the cost/doz for year two is 
not just for that year, but for the total cost of  eggs over the course of  a two year life 
cycle. Although the first year's cost/doz should be a fairly accurate average, because 
production for years 2 and 3 are complete guesses, their costs should be taken with a 
spoonful of  salt. 

• Cost/oz is based on the optimum cost/doz for that breed.

Web Sources:

American Livestock Breeds Conservancy

http://www.albc-usa.org/
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ALBC'c Chicken Chart

http://www.albc-usa.org/documents/chickenbreedcomparison.pdf

ALBC article about heritage meat chickens

http://www.albc-usa.org/documents/cookingwheritagechicken.pdf

Henderson's Chicken Chart

http://www.ithaca.edu/staff/jhenderson/chooks/chooks.html

Harvey Ussery's Website (dozens of  very thorough poultry articles)

http://www.themodernhomestead.us/article/Poultry.html

Sandhill Preservation Center

http://www.sandhillpreservation.com/pages/poultry_catalog.html

Holderread Waterfowl Farm and Preservation Center

http://holderreadfarm.com/index.htm

Holderread's first book, Raising the Home Duck Flock-- online pdf

http://www.fastonline.org/CD3WD_40/JF/415/05-252.pdf

DIY Nipple Waterer

http://www.thegardencoop.com/blog/2011/02/24/chicken-nipple-waterer/
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